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                                                                 V-C 

State College Area School District 

Office of Physical Plant 

Ed Poprik, Director 

 
To:  Board of School Directors 

  

From:  Ed Poprik 

 

RE:  Elementary Project Change Orders 

 

Date:  December 3, 2018 

 

Recommend that the Board of School Directors approve the following Elementary 

Project Change Orders:  

 

Corl Street project: 

General Contractor CO #28, in an amount not to exceed $25,000.00  

Electrical Contractor CO #17, in an amount not to exceed $7,500.00 

 

Background-  

 

Corl Street project: 

 

GC-28: NTE $15,000.00 – Unforeseen Conditions 

The newly set concrete has not dried to the extent necessary to accept floor tile.  

Based on the time left to open the school, the project team does not believe that 

the concrete will dry quickly enough to allow for floor time installation.  There is a 

product that can be applied to seal the concrete, and at the same time leaving it 

suitable for floor tile installation. 

 

The change, as recommended, would fund the application of the product to the 

classroom floors only, leaving the hallways as concrete for the months of January 

through June.  The plan would then be to monitor the hallway floors in hopes 

that the concrete would dry sufficiently by summer.  As reported previously, the 

all-purpose room floor will be concrete until the summer, at which point it will 

receive a hard wood floor. 
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Other options would be to treat all of the floors, which would generate a cost of 

around $45,000.00; or to not treat the floors at all and leave as unfinished 

concrete.   

 

 

EC-17: NTE $7,500.00 – Unforeseen Conditions 

Due to weather delays throughout the course of this Phase of the project 

impacting general progress, electrical work above ceilings is far enough behind 

schedule that it is threatening the timely completion of Phase 1. The electrical 

contractor is seeking compensation for overtime to be worked during the month 

of December.  The project team believes that this request is warranted. 

 

Based on the current schedule, the contractor would work the 14 staff members 

currently assigned to the project 8 hours overtime each week for the next 2 

weeks.  The project “owns” the hours spent on this work, the change would be 

the difference to complete the work on overtime. The premium for the overtime 

would total an amount less than $7,500.00. 

 

Attached: Elementary Change Order Logs   



CHANGE ORDER LOG FOR CORL STREET ELEMENTARY: SUMMARY PAGE

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

Original Contract Total approved Current Contract
SUMMARY OF CHANGES
TOTAL PHASING CHANGES $153,972 $5,648 $16,924 $281 $22,853 $176,825 $0
TOTAL GENERAL CHANGES $9,619,000 $0 $57,749 $1,991 $41,767 $101,508 $9,720,508 $25,000 $184,050
TOTAL KITCHEN EQUIP. CHANGES $235,000 $0 $235,000 $0
TOTAL PLUMBING CHANGES $1,050,000 $0 $3,733 -$1,406 $4,584 $6,911 $1,056,911 $0 $49,500
TOTAL MECHANICAL CHANGES $1,735,000 $0 $0 -$992 $0 -$992 $1,734,008 $0 -$3,700
TOTAL ELECTRICAL CHANGES $1,939,000 $0 $28,284 $14,249 $0 $42,533 $1,981,533 $7,500 $29,500
SUBTOTALS $14,731,972 $5,648 $106,690 $13,842 $46,632 $172,813 $14,904,785 $32,500 $259,350

ORIGINAL CONTRACTS $14,731,972
APPROVED CHANGES $172,813
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $14,904,785 Current Above Orig. Bid 1.17%

ORIGINAL CHANGE CONTINGENCY $701,089
APPROVED CHANGES $172,813
CONTINGENCY REMAINING $528,276

Projected Soft costs $4,108,681
Grants $0

Total "Potential" Project cost to date $18,840,653

APPROVED



Corl Street

Phasing projects

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

Modular Site Preparation
GC-01 add stone and piers $2,046.00

EC-01 convert electric to overhead $4,709.56
EC-02 add heat trace $14,878.09
EC-03 add tamper proof alarm covers $938.89

AC-01 added mastic removal $280.57

SUBTOTALS $5,648.45 $16,924.09 $0.00 $280.57

APPROVED CHANGES $22,853.11
ORIGINAL CONTRACTS $153,972.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $176,825.11

PENDING CHANGES $0.00
"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $176,825.11 PHASING PRIMES

APPROVED



Corl Street

General Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

GENERAL PRIME CONTRACT
GC-01 rfi 17; crawlspace backfill $25,905.64
GC-02 rfi 8; control box for elevator depth $1,989.44
GC-03 rfi 30; utility duct bank depth $7,868.16
GC-04 temporary heat $825.96
GC-05 rfi 72; exposed duct work in C131 $1,848.76
GC-06 rfi 65; storm pipe conflict with duct bank $371.58
GC-07 Undercut replacement of 2RC $2,188.20
GC-08 Waterproofing of mechanical room wall $999.00
GC-09 rfi 53, 26, 28, 56; steel changes $2,706.41
GC-10 rfi 58; added plumbing chase at casework $5,280.79
GC-11 rfi 25; sprinkler pipes access panels $8,643.67
GC-12 bar joist discrepancies $2,598.30
GC-13 rfi 38; bar joist substitutions $6,964.86
GC-14 bar joist discrepancies part 2 $573.00
GC-15 changes to markerboards $1,164.94
GC-16 Temporary sidewalks $2,445.47
GC-17 rfi 120; added lintel $3,190.31
GC-18 rfi 118; added lintel in unit C $3,712.06
GC-19 rfi 127; added beam in LGI $3,363.21
GC-20 rfi 81 and 95; stage sound rack wall $799.31
GC-21 Tube to tube steel connections, phase 1 $9,697.05
GC-22 High roof framing conflict; steel $1,484.59
GC-23 rfi 145; added steel lintel at stage $436.32
GC-24 CMU pilaster at APR $609.81
GC-25 shade color change $953.85
GC-26 rfi 86; added grout to bond beam course $3,341.88
GC-27 rfi 152; added steel fabrication roof $1,545.13
GC-28 Concrete floor acceleration $25,000.00

rfi 16; phase 1 and 2 separation $10,000.00
rfi 35; add steel for folding partitions $2,000.00
rfi 36; lowering a pier $1,000.00
graphic wall panels $120,000.00
rfi 34; Unit C roof framing $4,000.00
rfi 11; E&S sequence revisions $1,000.00
rfi 18; ADA door frame clearances $1,000.00
rfi 32; fire protection in bulkheads $1,000.00
rfi 45; hollow metal frame size $1,000.00
rfi 60; glazing thickness at rated frames
rfi 80; edge framing $1,000.00
rfi 70; return air duct to LGI C130 $2,000.00
rfi 75; high roof added steel $3,000.00
rfi 101; wheel chair lifts $1,000.00
existing floor prep $3,000.00
rfi 119; dimensions in stair 1A $5,000.00
rfi 116; relocate bar joist in corridor $1,000.00
rfi 112; adjusted window in stair 1A $1,300.00
rfi 111; added card reader d119A $1,000.00
rfi 129; changes to stormwater layout $5,000.00
rfi 134; temporary floor protection $3,000.00
Tube to tube steel connections, phase 2 $10,000.00
rfi 147: added steel for HVAC supply $500.00
rfi 150; exterior door changes $1,000.00
rfi 171; bulkhead revisions $1,250.00
rfi 167; casework conflicts with rain cond. $1,500.00
rfi 165; wall closure conflict $2,500.00

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $57,749.31 $1,990.90 $41,767.49 $25,000.00 $184,050.00

APPROVED CHANGES $101,507.70
ORIGINAL CONTRACT $9,619,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $9,720,507.70

PENDING CHANGES $25,000.00
"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $9,745,507.70 GENERAL PRIME

APPROVED



Corl Street

Kitchen Equipment Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT PRIME CONTRACT

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $0.00

APPROVED CHANGES $0.00

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $235,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $235,000.00

PENDING CHANGES $0.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $235,000.00 KITCHEN EQUIP. PRIME

APPROVED



Corl Street

Plumbing Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

PLUMBING PRIME CONTRACT
PC-01 rfi 5; additional temporary sanitary pipe $4,583.78
PC-02 rfi 64; added roof drain $3,733.04
PC-03 delete isolation spring hangers -$1,405.56

unsuitable soils undercut $25,000.00
rfi 48; move piping to bar joists $22,000.00
rfi 148; sprinkler penetrations $1,500.00
rfi 157; drain for roof water hydrant $1,000.00

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $3,733.04 -$1,405.56 $4,583.78 $0.00 $49,500.00

APPROVED CHANGES $6,911.26

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $1,050,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $1,056,911.26

PENDING CHANGES $0.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $1,056,911.26 PLUMBING PRIME

APPROVED



Corl Street

Mechanical Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

MECHANICAL PRIME CONTRACT
MC-01 delete isolation spring hangers -$992.25

rfi 91; automation scope -$1,200.00
rfi 87; IDF room scope change -$1,000.00
rfi 172; eleminate condensate pumps -$3,000.00
rfi 169; duct work changes for partition $1,500.00

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $0.00 -$992.25 $0.00 $0.00 -$3,700.00

APPROVED CHANGES ($992.25)

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $1,735,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $1,734,007.75

PENDING CHANGES $0.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $1,734,007.75 MECHANICAL PRIME

APPROVED



Corl Street

Electrical Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

ELECTRICAL PRIME CONTRACT
EC-01 temporary power to trailers $8,124.00
EC-02 rfi 31; adding emergency relays $2,555.00
EC-03 rfi 61; reduced electrical service size -$977.00
EC-04 changes to projector mounts $3,666.00
EC-05 rfi 66; added cable tray access panels $1,118.00
EC-06 rfi 76; add access panel to cable tray $684.00
EC-07 rfi 81; move stage equipment rack $1,929.00
EC-08 rfi 73; receptacle mounting height $591.00
EC-09 rfi 85; LGI added outlets at steps $4,037.00
EC-10 rfi 122; add power to circulation pumps $2,078.00
EC-11 rfi 117; power to carbonate panel $5,999.00
EC-12 rfi 124; add power to solar tube lights $3,153.00
EC-13 rfi 98; telecom rack power $10,177.00
EC-14 rfi 134; temporary kitchen $6,360.00
EC-15 rfi 97; IT changes and clarifications -$6,028.00
EC-16 rfi 87; IDF room scope changes -$933.00
EC-17 Overtime $7,500.00

rfi 16; phase 1 and 2 separation $2,000.00
temporary office needs $1,000.00
pull stations changes $3,000.00
solar array transfer credit -$2,000.00
rfi 84; changes in LGI
rfi 111; adjust door security system $500.00
rfi 123; added receptacle in planning $4,000.00
rfi 130; power to HVAC units $4,000.00
rfi 131; added meter box $1,000.00
rfi 132; breaker changes for solar $3,000.00
door security hardware wiring $8,000.00
rfi 158; Lgi lighting to emergency power $1,500.00
rfi 168; differ mechanical requirements $3,500.00

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $28,284.00 $14,249.00 $0.00 $7,500.00 $29,500.00

APPROVED CHANGES $42,533.00

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $1,939,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $1,981,533.00

PENDING CHANGES $7,500.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $1,989,033.00 ELECTRICAL PRIME

APPROVED


